where/eC°°(J2) and g j^C°°( R n ) (Q^ j^m-k-l) are given. Pw =/ in £, (1.4) ); 9 is flat at ^-0} (1.5) where /eC/(J3) is given (C.P.) (F C P )
We say that (C.P.) (resp. (F.C.P.)) is well-posed, if for any /eC°°(£) and any gj<=C°°(R n ) (Q^j^m-k-1) (resp. any /eC/(£)), there exists a unique w<EC°°C0) satisfying (1.2) and (1.3) (resp. (1.4) and (1.5)).
The indicial polynomial of P is y=o 3
Note that if we write t m~k P=p(t, x; td t , 9J where p(t, x; A, £) is a polynomial
of (/I, f), then C P (Xi x)=p(Q, x; /I, f) for any f. The relation between (C.P.) and (F.C.P.) is as follows. (The proof is given in § 2.)
Proposition LL The Cauchy problem (C.P.) for P is well-posed if and only if the flat Cauchy problem (F.C.P.) is well-posed and P satisfies the following condition. (C) C P (XI x)3=Qfor any x^R
n and any integer , Remark 1.2. As is stated in Section 0 5 the well-posedness of (F.C.P.) for P is independent of the condition (C). For example, the followings hold, (i) The flat Cauchy problem (F.C.P.) for P is well-posed, if and only if the flat Cauchy problem for another Fuchsian operator P[z]=t~z +m~k oP<>t x is well-posed, where z is an arbitrary complex number and o denotes the composition of operators.
(ii) Cfufc; x)=Cf(*+z' 9 x).
From now on, assume the following conditions on P.
( (A.I) The flat Cauchy problem (F.C.P.) for P is well-posed .
(A.2) There exist integers m -k ^^i^-"^^s such that 
here //eC°°(^) (0^/^A) andg y eC°°(fi") (O^j^m-fc-1) are given . (ii) Let Ker~P-{t/eL;Pt/-0 o«J lim 9{£7=0 (O^j^m-fc-1)}, We can apply our result to the following modified equation. 
satisfies (l.l) and (l.%). § 2. Review on Fuchsian Operators
In this section, we review some basic results on Fuchsian operators. Most of the results in this section are well-known or elementary, and their proofs are omitted, Let P be a Fuchsian operator defined by (1.1). First, consider the equation Pw=/for where S U:t j (resp. S/,-^0 is the Taylor expansion of u (resp.f).
y=o y=o
From this lemma, we get Proposition 1.1.
Proof of Proposition 1.1. (I) Assume that (C.P.) for P is well-posed. In There exists a unique solution u of (C.P.) for g/=0 (Q^j^m-k-l). By (2.1) 5 this solution u belongs to C/(<0). Thus, the flat Cauchy problem (F.CP.) for P is well-posed. (II) Assume that (F.C.P.) for P is well-posed and that P satisfies (C). Let /<EC°°02) and gj<=C°°(R n ) (O^y <^m-k-1). The system of equations (2.1) has a unique solution {Uj' 9 j = Q, !,•••}, where jluj=gj (O^gj^gm--fc-1).
CO
There exists veC"%0) such that S w. 
for a complex number z and put P l =p l (t 9 x; td h d x ) where p/(f 5 x; X 9 f) =9iX^ ^; ^5 0-Note that C pU y ; ^)-C P (a+z; x) and C P/ C*; x)=9iCp(^; ^c).
(ii) Put F<A:> = C 00 (^)/(/*xC 00 (^))a© 1 C-(Jf l )/ / . We can regard P as an We may assume that P has weight 0, as is shown in the previous section. First, we prove Theorem 1.3 by the induction on s.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. (I) The case s=Q. lfs=0 9 then P satisfies the condition (C), hence (C.P.) for P is well-posed. By the system of equations (2.4) for H = h, the solution {u^ /=0, 1, •",/*} is uniquely determined from {/ 7 ; /=0, 1, •->,/*}. Conversely, if J7 = S u&ogt) 1 , n/eC"^) and PU = Q, then by Qu =f in Q , (4.2) (F.C.P.) (4.3) where fsECJ(Q) N is given .
We make the following assumptions on Q. 
